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1. [ARCHAEOLOGY] [SILK ROAD] [TURKESTAN] An 

Expedition along the Silk Road in the 1920s 

The Stormswept Roof of Asia: By Yak, Camel & Sheep 

Caravan in Tibet, Chinese Turkistan & Over the Kara-

Koram.  Trinkler, Emil.  Philadelphia: J. P. Lippincott 

Company.  [1931].  [First U.S. edition].  Hardcover, orange 

cloth with gilt vignette, 312 pages.  16 photographic 

illustrations including a frontispiece and a fold-out sketch 

map showing the area traveled.  Very good. 

An account of exploration in the Eastern Karakoram from 

Srinagar to Leh to the Taklamakan Desert and then 

on to Kashgar in western China. Trinkler (1896-

1931) was a German geographer who traveled in 

Afghanistan, Tibet and Kashmir in the late 1920s.  

He was apparently the last to investigate the area 

of Rawak, near Khotan, where he gathered 

important archaeological material.  The area of 

ruins even then had been mostly buried by the 

Taklamakan Desert.  Trinkler was killed in an 

automobile accident in Germany at only age 35.   

$125 

 

 

 

2. [CANTONESE] [DICTIONARY] An Uncommon Dictionary of 

Cantonese by the Most Accomplished European Cantonese 

Speaker of His Day 

The Cantonese Made Easy Vocabulary.  Ball, J. Dyer.  Hong Kong: 

Kelly & Walsh, 1908.  Third edition revised and enlarged. Hardcover, 

6x 9.5 inches, 294 pages.  Good condition, general soil and wear to 

cover edges.  Name of Edwin D. Wilson, Washington Alpha ∑AE 

(University of Washington) and date of 1919 on inside front cover.  

J. Dyer Ball (1847-1919) was the author of numerous books on 

Chinese dialects; he is noted for his contributions to the system of 

romanization of Cantonese and was considered the most fluent 

European speaker of Cantonese of his day. (Wikipedia).  A dictionary 

in English giving the Cantonese characters, the romanization, as well 

as examples showing different meanings and/or different uses of the 

word.    $225 



 

 

3. [CANTONESE] [ LANGUAGE] How to Write Chinese, 1905 

How to Write the Radicals.  Ball, J. Dyer.  Hong Kong: Kelly & 

Walsh, 1905.  Second edition.  Softcover wraps, 5.5x8 inches, 40 

pages plus a section of advertisements of other Chinese 

language books available from the author at the time.  Good 

condition, small closed tears to cover, general soil.  Former 

owner has written the pinyin translation of each character 

neatly in pencil next to it.  Name of Edwin D. Wilson, 

Washington Alpha ∑AE (University of Washington) on inside 

front cover.  

J. Dyer Ball (1847-1919) was the author of numerous books on 

Chinese dialects; he is noted for his contributions to the system 

of romanization of Cantonese and was considered the most 

fluent European speaker of Cantonese of his day. (Wikipedia). 

The book is an exercise book for writing radicals, with 

pronunciation in Mandarin and Cantonese, the meaning and the 

order of the strokes.   SOLD 

 

 

4. [NANJING] Old Photographs 

in and around Nanking (Nanjing) 

In and Around Nanking. Album of 

photographs.  Dark brown 

buckram hardcover, 7x9.5 

inches, cord ties.  Faint vignette 

of a pagoda at bottom left corner 

and black titles top right corner. 

No date, but c1910.  Nine matte 

photographs 5x7.25 inches, 

tipped onto light brown leaves. 

Eight of the nine have captions. 

Cover slightly rubbed, light marks 

to back cover; very good condition.  Nicely inscribed by hand, “To Priscilla with whom I have a host of 

happy memories. J. M. P.“   



The images, some of architecture apparently no 

longer standing, include: I Feng Men, Puchen 

Pagoda, Drum Tower, Hedge of High Grass, Niu Tou 

Shan, Pagoda at Niu Tou Shan, Ma Tao Ssu,  and 

View from Pei Chi Ko: Lots Lake, Pink Temple, The 

City Wall, Purple Mt.  One image is uncaptioned, but 

it is the Sacred Way leading to Nanjing’s Ming 

Tombs; the Way is lined with 12 pairs of six different 

animals.  After having served as China’s capital in 

ancient times Nanking was again named as capital at 

the founding of the Chinese Republic in 1912.  Not 

long after, the capital was moved to Beijing, and then in 1927 moved back to Nanking. Today Nanjing is 

the capital of Jiangsu Province.   SOLD 

 

5. [MACAU] [TOURISM] Promotional Brochure for Macau – “Garden of 

the Orient” 

Macau Garden of the Orient.  Macau: Central de Informacao e Turismo. 

No date. Trifold brochure, 3.5x8 inches folded, opens to 11x16 inches.  

Very good condition; very light wear along main fold.   

Tourist brochure describing Macau’s main points of interest and ease of 

access from Hong Kong. Short history of Macau and general information. 

Contains nine color photographic illustrations of major tourist places of 

interest and a map.  $25 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. [MISSIONARY] [FOOCHOW] [CALIFORNIA] A 1934 Manual for Methodists about the Work of 

Missionaries in the Foochow (Fuzhou) Mission Field 

Understanding our Foochow Friends – A Manual for Leaders of Adults.  Toothaker, Frank M. (Morey).  

Los Angeles: Southern California Conference, Methodist Episcopal Church, [1934/5].  Dated within the 

text.   Mimeographed typescript manual bound in simple paper binder.  69 pages plus five additional 

pages laid in.  Numerous reproductions of hand-drawn sketch maps.  8.5x11 inches.  Very good 

condition, paper binder somewhat discolored around edges, some edge-chipping to the five pages laid 

in.  Scarce; no copies in OCLC.  



A manual primarily for the use of the 

Southern California home congregations, 

who were also viewed as “having 

volunteered as missionaries to China” and 

having the responsibility to spread the 

understanding of and support for the work 

being performed by those on the ground in 

Foochow. The manual, intended to “give 

every Methodist in the Southern California 

Conference the thrill of being a missionary,” 

provides an in-depth overview of the work 

and philosophy of the Foochow Parish, which 

included Foochow and Yenping.  The author, 

Frank Toothaker (1891 Tennessee -1984) went out to China in 1918 where he did mission work for the 

Church in Yenping and other cities.  

The Foochow Parish ran numerous schools, several hospitals and, jointly with other churches, several 

colleges. The manual provides an 

introduction to the area’s geography, 

culture and history, a description of the 

services currently provided including 

schools, churches, universities and 

hospitals, with statistics;  a lengthy list of 

the mission’s needs with explanations 

and associated costs ($16 to provide a  

watchman’s quarters, $80 for 

construction of a well,  $140/year for a 

primary school teacher’s salary); and 

budget information ($63,726 spent on the 

Parish’s work in 1934).  There is much on 

their evangelistic approach, goals and 

social service aims; the author believes 

the Chinese to be the “world’s soul-

starved, body-starved, mind-starved 

peoples”.  Examples of efforts include 

agitating against the purchase of girl 

babies to be future wives of minor sons, 

purchasing slave girls, foot binding and 

gambling.  Additional sections provide 

resources such as books, periodicals and 

speakers.  A list of the American parish 

workers in the field in Foochow at the 

time with duties is also provided.   SOLD 

 



7. [POLITICS] [AUSTRALIANS] 1940s Booklet Meant to Familiarize 

Australians with China at the Outset of WWII 

China What You Want to Know.  Thomas, W. J.  Sydney: N.S.W. 

Bookstall Co. Pty. Ltd, 1942.  5x7 inch softcover, staple bound, 64 

pages.  Very good condition, tanning to back cover.  No illustrations. 

Meant to acquaint Australians with China…”and thus contribute to the 

difficult task of dispelling a mental isolation on which an edifice of 

cultural ignorance is built.” The author suggests that Australia erred in 

supporting Japan’s aggression against China – especially given that 

China was then standing with other democracies at the outset of 

WWII. Narrative covers general information about China, China’s army, 

the government, Sun Yat-Sen and Chiang Kai-shek, opium suppression, 

Japan’s policy in China.  SOLD 

 

 

 

 

8. [SHANGHAI] [RPPC] Famous 

Buildings on Shanghai’s Bund 

The Bund, Shanghai.  Real photo 

postcard, unposted.  Very good 

condition.  

At center is the old Yokohama 

Specie Bank at 24 The Bund 

(company name visible in the 

photo).  The Bank purchased the 

site in 1920.  The building was 

designed by Palmer & Turner 

Architects and Engineers.  

Construction was started in 1923 and completed in 1924. It is now used by Industrial & Commercial 

Bank of China.  Next to it on the right at Bund 26 is the old Yangtze Insurance Building, also designed by 

Palmer & Turner. Next to that, at Bund 27 is the old Jardine Matheson Building, which was built in 1920.  

Finally, at Bund 28, the Glen Line Steamship Building.  $45 



9. [STEREOVIEWS] [SHANGHAI] 

Group of 13 Stereoview 

Photographs of China, including 

Five of Shanghai, c1900 

13 arch-topped stereoview 

photographs of scenes in China 

mounted on grey mounts. 

Standard size.  [c1900]. 10 

marked Keystone View 

Company, copyrighted 

Underwood & Underwood and 

two marked Underwood and 

Underwood. Several have 

narrative on the back side. Very 

good condition. 

There are five views of 

Shanghai, including The Bund, 

two different views of Nanking Road, a river pirate in a death cage and patrons in a Shanghai tea house; 

two scenes of Peking – a local market and lamas in front of a lama temple; one of native quarters in 

Tientsin; the boat population in Canton; the steamer landing in Ningpo; two rural scenes in Kiangsi 

Province; and one of Chinese junks.  $275 

 

 

10. [TIENTSIN] Hand-colored Antique Postcard from Tientsin (Tianjin), China, 1906 

Hand-drawn or hand-colored postcard from Tientsin, China, dated Sept. 14, 1906.  Initial signed.  Very 

good. Posted in 1908 from Tientsin to Yakima, WA.   

Captioned “Eat Uncle Sams Oats.” Uncle Sam’s Cereal was a U.S. company, but the meaning of the 

notation on the front is unknown. The writing on the front seems to be in the same ink as the address, 

so possibly embellished and captioned by the original sender.   $45 


